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Abstract We consider an autonomous exploration problem in which a mobile robot
is guided through an a priori unknown environment by a controller that chooses the
most informative action within a local region. We propose a novel approach to ef-
ficiently evaluate information gain over the continuous action space that leverages
supervised learning, with the anticipated mutual information achieved by a discrete
set of action primitives serving as training data. We describe an autonomous explo-
ration algorithm that uses this approach to cover a priori unknown environments.
Computational results demonstrate that the method offers an improved rate of en-
tropy reduction, surpassing a baseline approach that selects from the discrete action
set, which in some instances requires more computational effort and yields less in-
formation.

1 Introduction

We consider a mobile robot that has no prior knowledge of the contents of its envi-
ronment and must make repeated decisions about where to travel next, comprising
an autonomous exploration problem [1]. Specifically, we formulate an information-
theoretic exploration problem in which the long-term goal is to reduce entropy
throughout the robot’s environment map, and the short-term goal is to perform the
sensing action in each iteration that will maximize mutual information, along the
lines of [2]. We assume the robot is equipped with a range sensor and uses an occu-
pancy grid [3] to represent and reason about the environment.

Motivated by the recent work of [4], which proved that a controller driven by
mutual information maximization attracts a robot to unexplored space, our aim is to
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(a) MI of discrete sensing actions. (b) MI predicted by GP regression.

Fig. 1: An illustration of two steps of the proposed decision-making process. In
(a), the current occupancy map is used to predict the mutual information at a set of
discrete sensing locations. In (b), a Gaussian process (GP) regression is performed
over a local region of the space of sensing actions, using the data from (a) as training
data. The darkest of the blue cells in (a) represents the current location of the robot,
and the black cells represent known obstacles in the robot’s occupancy grid. The
color scale from blue to red indicates increasing mutual information (MI).

implement a mutual information maximization approach that is amenable to real-
time decision making and scalable to higher-dimensional systems. The approach of
[4], although successful, requires a predictive evaluation of the mutual information
achieved by performing every possible sensing action within a robot’s finely dis-
cretized action space. We hope to cut down the complexity by evaluating only a
select number of actions, and using these as training data for a supervised learning
procedure that will predict information gain throughout the continuous action space.

A key vehicle for capturing correlation among a discrete set of candidate actions
will be Gaussian process regression [5], a method that has met with recent success
in predicting outcomes within unknown regions of robot action [6] and observation
[7] spaces. An example of the regression performed in a single decision-making
step is illustrated in Figure 1. The output of this regression is used to select the
maximally informative sensing action from a continuous, local region of the robot’s
action space. Support vector regression [8] will also be investigated to determine
whether similar results can be obtained with reduced computational effort.

1.1 Related Work

Among the earliest information-theoretic exploration strategies are those proposed
by Whaite and Ferrie [9] and Elfes [2]. The former work proposes exploring an
a priori unknown environment with the goal of minimizing entropy, and the latter
work specifically proposes exploring to maximize the mutual information between
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sensor observations and an occupancy grid map. More recent works in information-
theoretic exploration have considered the trade-off between maximizing mutual in-
formation and managing the localization uncertainty in a robot’s simultaneous lo-
calization and mapping (SLAM) process [10], [11], [12], in addition to the selection
of trajectories that maximize map accuracy [13]. Efforts to reduce the computational
cost of evaluating mutual information over many possible future measurements have
considered small, carefully selected sets of candidate trajectories, using a skele-
tonization of the known occupancy map [14] and the evaluation of information gain
over a finite number of motion primitives [15], [16] or 3D viewpoints [17]. Limiting
consideration to local neighborhoods of configurations permits efficient exploration
by manipulators in 3D environments [18].

Gaussian process regression has been applied to the problem of robot action se-
lection and control in a variety of contexts. It has been used to solve optimal control
problems [6], [19], generate paths that reduce localization uncertainty [20], and se-
lect actions that are likely to observe physical objects of interest [21]. It has also
been used to aid the inspection of structures by predicting the regions of variability
in greatest need of additional measurement [22]. Gaussian process regression has
also been used to generate maps that support the evaluation of informative actions
[15], [23]. However, to the best of our knowledge, it has not been applied to the
problem of action selection for the exploration of unknown environments modeled
by occupancy maps, nor has support vector regression.

1.2 Paper Organization

We propose and describe below a methodology for choosing the most informative
action from the continuous action space with the aid of supervised learning. A for-
mal definition of the problem is given in Section 2, including brief introductions
to Gaussian process regression and support vector regression. The proposed algo-
rithmn is given in Section 3, and the time complexity of the algorithm is analyzed in
Section 4. Computational results are presented in Section 5, with conclusions and a
discussion of areas for future work in Section 6.

2 Problem Definition

2.1 Information Gain

We define the space of mobile robot sensing actions to be the configuration space
C ⊆ Rd , a subset of d-dimensional Euclidean space. We assume the robot’s range
sensor provides a 360-degree field of view, and that its occupancy grid map is dis-
cretized finely enough to represent the configuration space, in addition to serving
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as the robot’s model of the environment. In the absence of obstacles, the robot is
assumed capable of travel from any grid cell in the map to any other cell. A funda-
mental presumption in this formulation is that the robot’s action space is a subset of
the spatial configuration space; this, along with our other assumptions, are similar
to those made in [4]. The implications of extending the proposed method to systems
with more challenging topologies will be discussed in Section 6.

We define Shannon’s entropy [24] over an occupancy grid map m as follows:

H(m) =−∑
i

∑
j

p(mi, j) log p(mi, j) (1)

where index i refers to the individual grid cells of the map and index j refers to the
possible outcomes of the Bernoulli random variable that represents each grid cell,
which is either free or occupied. Cells whose contents have never been observed
are characterized as p(mi, j) = 0.5, contributing one unit of entropy per cell. Cells
whose contents are perfectly known contribute no entropy to the summation.

We use mutual information I(m,xi) to evaluate the expected information gain
with respect to a specific configuration xi, defined as follows:

I(m,xi) = H(m)−H(m|xi) (2)

where H(m) is the current entropy of the map, and H(m|xi) is the expected entropy
of the map given a new sensor observation at configuration xi. Our goal is to pick
the optimal configuration x∗ that maximizes the expected information gain.

x∗ = argmax
xi∈Caction

I(m,xi) (3)

In (3), Caction represents the subset of the configuration space from which the robot’s
next sensing action will be selected, typically within a short distance of the robot’s
current location.

2.2 Gaussian Process Regression

We assume a set of training data x represents the candidate sensing configurations
xi for which I(m,xi) has been computed. The values of I(m,xi) for all xi ∈ Caction
comprise the set of training outputs y. Gaussian process regression [5] estimates the
output values and corresponding covariance associated with a set of test configura-
tions x∗, according to Equations (4) and (5). The test configurations x∗ will be finely
discretized, with the same resolution as the occupancy grid map.

ȳ∗ = k(x∗,x)[k(x,x)+σn
2I]
−1y (4)

cov(y∗) = k(x∗,x∗)− k(x∗,x)[k(x,x)+σn
2I]
−1

k(x,x∗) (5)
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(a) Two-dimensional Sobol sequence. (b) MI evaluated at all grid cells in Caction.

(c) 10 Sobol samples in Caction. (d) GP regression from training data of (c).

(e) 20 Sobol samples in Caction. (f) GP regression from training data of (e).

Fig. 2: Gaussian process (GP) regression using samples from the Sobol sequence.
In all images, the robot’s current location is the same as depicted in Figure 1, and
the black cells represent known obstacles in the robot’s occupancy grid. The color
scale from blue to red indicates increasing mutual information (MI).

In the above equations, ȳ∗ are the estimated values I(m,xi∗) for the test data x∗,
cov(y∗) is the covariance associated with these outputs, σ2

n is a vector of Gaussian
noise variances associated with the observed outputs y, and k(x,x’) is the kernel
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function, which gives a covariance matrix relating all pairs of inputs. The hyper-
parameters of the kernel function, which typically influence such characteristics as
smoothness and length scales, can be trained using a preliminary set of representa-
tive training data.

We adopt a Matérn kernel function for this application, given by (6).

k(x,x′) =
21−ν

Γ (ν)

(√
2ν |x−x′|

`

)ν

Kν

(√
2ν |x−x′|

`

)
(6)

In (6), ν is a parameter used to vary the smoothness of the covariance, ` is a char-
acteristic length, Γ is the gamma function, and Kν is a modified Bessel function.
In contrast with the squared exponential kernel function, which is more commonly
used in Gaussian process regression [5], the Matérn kernel can be tuned to capture
sharp variations in the estimated outputs. This has met with success in Gaussian pro-
cess occupancy mapping, in which sharp and sudden transitions in occupancy prob-
ability due to obstacles are successfully modeled [23], [25]. Similarly, we anticipate
sharp variations in mutual information due to the presence of obstacles, which will
obstruct the visibility of some areas and permit the observation of others.

Example regressions performed over two sets of candidate training data are given
in Figure 2. The training data x is sampled from the two-dimensional Sobol se-
quence [26]. This pseudorandom sequence is selected to impose some regularity on
the training data, as demonstrated by the field of samples shown in Subfigure (a).
Subfigures (b), (c), and (e) represent the explicit evaluation of expected mutual in-
formation over several series of candidate views. Subfigures (d) and (f) represent
the use of Gaussian process regression to predict the mutual information achieved
by all actions within the finely discretized grid representing Caction, the continuous
action space. The boundaries of Caction are set according to the limits of the robot’s
field of view at its present location.

2.3 Support Vector Regression

Support vector regression [8] is an adaptation of the support vector machine [27]
used for regression rather than classification. With the same training set x of candi-
date robot configurations employed as training inputs, and I(m,xi) for all xi ∈Caction
as the set of training outputs y, support vector regression estimates the output val-
ues associated with test configurations x∗, but not their corresponding covariance,
in contrast to Gaussian process regression.

Specifically, we adopt ε-support vector regression, in which we aim to find an
approximate function with deviation less than ε from each output value at training
time. The basic form for the hypothesis of a support vector regression estimator for
test data x∗ is as follows:
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ȳ∗ =
l

∑
i=1

(−αi +αi
∗)k(x∗i,x)+b (7)

where k(·) denotes the Matérn kernel function mapping from test inputs to features
and αi

∗−αi denotes the learned weight for the i-th feature in k(·), from the so-
lution to the dual problem described in [28]. Using this approach, results visually
indistinguishable from those in Figures 1 and 2 were obtained. This was achieved
with reduced computational effort, with the only drawback being the lack of the em-
pirical confidence in the results provided by the covariance of the test data, which
would be supplied by Gaussian process regression. This method will be examined
alongside Gaussian process regression to determine whether comparable results can
be obtained with reduced computational effort in all problems of interest.

3 Algorithm Description

Algorithm 1 AutonomousExploration(xinit ,minit , InfoThreshold, Nsamples)
1: xk← xinit ; mk← minit ; ActionHistory← xinit ;
2: for k ∈ {1,2, ...,NumIterations} do
3: ActionSet← /0;
4: MISet← /0;
5: for xi ∈ Caction(xk,Nsamples) do
6: MI← ObservationPrediction(xi,mk)
7: MISet←MISet ∪MI;
8: if MI > In f oT hreshold then
9: ActionSet← ActionSet ∪ xi;

10: end if
11: end for
12: ActionSet← Regression(ActionSet, In f oT hreshold,MISet,xk,mk);
13: if ActionSet 6= /0 then
14: xk+1← BestAction(ActionSet);
15: ActionHistory← ActionHistory∪ xk+1;
16: else
17: xk+1← ActionHistory(PreviousAction);
18: ActionHistory← ActionHistory\ xk;
19: end if
20: end for
21: mk+1←MapU pdate(xk+1);

The exploration process proceeds according to Algorithm 1. On each iteration, an
action set Caction is formulated within the sensor field of view at the robot’s current
location, and a designated number of sampled actions within the set is evaluated
per Equation (2), drawn from a Sobol sequence. Actions whose mutual informa-
tion surpasses a designated threshold In f oT hreshold are added to a set of approved
candidate actions ActionSet. All of the mutual information data are then used to
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Algorithm 2 MI = ObservationPrediction(xi, mi)
1: m← mi;
2: for beam j ∈ SensorBeams(xi) do
3: IntersectCell← IntersectionDetected(beam j,m);
4: if IntersectCell 6= /0 then
5: r j = knnsearch(xi, IntersectCell);
6: else
7: r j = MaxSensorRange;
8: end if
9: m← EntropyU pdate(xi,r j);

10: end for
11: MI = Entropy(mi)−Entropy(m);
12: return MI;

perform the regression of choice to estimate the information gain of all other mem-
bers of Caction whose mutual informtion was not explicity computed. Actions whose
estimated mutual information exceeds the In f oT hreshold are also added to the set
of candidate actions ActionSet. If at least one action is identified whose information
gain surpasses the threshold, the robot performs the maximally informative sensing
action. However, if none of the actions evaluated surpasses the threshold, the robot
takes a step backwards and considers the actions at a previous location along the
route traveled, where there may have been informative candidate actions that were
not yet performed. The algorithm repeats until the designated number of iterations
is performed, or map entropy drops below a user-designated lower limit.

Algorithm 2 gives the specific steps required to explicitly evaluate the mutual
information at a designated sample action xi. This entails a ray tracing computation
along each of the robot’s sensor beams, returning the ranges to the nearest obstacles
intersected, if any. New entropy values are estimated in all cells that are anticipated
to be intersected by a sensor beam, and the new expected map entropy is used to
compute the expected mutual information after performing the designated sensing
action. Algorithm 2 is a sub-routine of Algorithm 1 used to evaluate every Sobol
sample from the action space whose mutual information is explicitly computed.

4 Analysis

When using Gaussian process regression, the computational complexity of Algo-
rithm 1 is given in (8):

O(Nsteps(NsamplesNbeamsNcells +N3
samples +N2

samplesNactions)) (8)

where Nsteps is the total number of sensing actions taken by the robot in the
course of exploration, Nsamples is the number of designated configurations whose
mutual information is explicitly evaluated, Nactions is the total number of actions
comprising Caction that are estimated using Gaussian process regression, Nbeams
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is the number of beams emitted by the robot’s range sensor, and Ncells is the
worst-case number of occupancy grid cells that a beam may intersect. The term
NsamplesNbeamsNcells represents the cost of explicitly evaluating mutual information
in all cells intersected by the robot’s sensor, for all designated actions Nsamples.
The term N3

samples + N2
samplesNactions represents the cost of performing the subse-

quent Gaussian process regression, which requires the inversion of a matrix that is
square in Nsamples, and its subsequent multiplication with cross-covariance terms
that scale with Nactions, the total number of sensing actions recovered from the
“test data” of the Gaussian process regression. In practice, we have worked with
10 ≤ Nsamples ≤ 20, Nactions ∼ 300, Nbeams = 360, and Ncells ∼ 25, and we have
found that in this range, the complexity of the procedure is dominated by the first
term, with the cost of the Gaussian process regression relatively minor in compari-
son to the cost of the mutual information computation. Hence, a much larger number
of sensing actions can be evaluated approximately for a small additional cost on top
of the initial evaluation of information gain over the original set of samples. Specific
examples will be highlighted in the following section.

When using support vector regression, the complexity of Algorithm 1 is given in
(9):

O(Nsteps(NsamplesNbeamsNcells +N3
samples +Nactions)) (9)

where training still takes on worst-case cubic complexity (which occurs when the
upper bound on the coefficients αi is large) but testing is linear in the number of can-
didate sensing actions. Once again, the complexity of the procedure is dominated by
the NsamplesNbeamsNcells term, and the cost of the regression is minor in comparison
to the cost of mutual information computation.

5 Computational Results

5.1 Experimental Setup

We explored the performance of our algorithm using two different maps: 1) a
“maze” map representing an indoor environment (shown in Figure 3) and 2) an
“unstructured” map representing a forest-like environment (shown in Figure 4). In
our simulations, we assume the robot is equipped with a laser scanner with a 360◦

field of view and 1◦ resolution. The range of the laser scanner was set to 1 meter,
and all sensing actions considered were within a 0.5m range of the robot, ensuring
that the next sensing action lies within the robot’s current field of view to the extent
that its outcome can be reasonably predicted by a mutual information evaluation
over the existing map. The exploration process was simulated using MATLAB.

We initialized the robot randomly within each map and simulated 100 instances
of exploration for each of the six following cases: a) choosing the best action among
10 Sobol samples (as depicted in Figure 2(c)), b) choosing the best action among
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Fig. 3: The “maze” map used in our experiments is shown at top. The dimensions of
the map are approximately 6 by 9 meters. An occupancy map produced by explo-
ration with GP regression, showing the trajectory of the robot, is given at bottom.

20 Sobol samples (as depicted in Figure 2(e)), c) using 10 Sobol samples as the
basis for Gaussian process regression and d) support vector regression, then choos-
ing the best action from the approximately continuous action space, and e) using
20 Sobol samples as the basis for Gaussian process regression and f) support vec-
tor regression, again choosing the best action from the approximately continuous
action space. The robot is permitted to explore until its map entropy falls below a
designated threshold, after which the simulation terminates. The Gaussian process
regression computations were performed with the aid of the Gaussian processes for
machine learning (GPML) MATLAB library [29], and support vector regression
computations were performed in MATLAB using LIBSVM [28], with a precom-
puted Matérn kernel. The computation required for each trial was distributed across
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Fig. 4: The “unstructured” map used in our experiments is shown at top. The di-
mensions of the map are approximately 7 by 9 meters. An occupancy map produced
by exploration with GP regression, showing the trajectory of the robot, is given at
bottom.

four cores of an Intel Xeon 5 3.0 GHz processor using the MATLAB Parallel Com-
puting Toolbox, and a computer equipped with 4GB RAM.

5.2 Results

As noted in Section 4, the time consumed by the regression computations across
the entirely of the action space is substantially less than evaluating the mutual in-
formation across the much smaller designated set of actions drawn from a Sobol
sequence. Figure 5 gives results showing the performance of the six problem pa-
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(a) Results from the maze map of Fig. 3.
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(b) Results from the unstructured map of Fig. 4.

Fig. 5: The results of 100 exploration trials randomly initialized in their respective
maps, for each of six parameterizations. The mean entropy reduction is given over
the number of sensing actions performed by the robot for all test cases considered.

rameterizations over the maps of Figures 3 and 4. In the maze map, both supervised
learning methods drive down entropy faster than each respective case that chooses
the most informative action from the explicitly evaluated sample set. In this case, all
exploration methods nearly always select sensing actions from the same homotopy
class, but choosing the approximately continuous action that is expected to be most
informative, with the aid of supervised learning, tends to point the robot in a more
advantageous direction than the most informative Sobol sample.

In the unstructured map, all parameterizations using Gaussian process and sup-
port vector regression perform better across the board, even when less computa-
tional effort is invested in establishing a training data set. In this case, the learning-
based methods occasionally select actions from a different homotopy class than the
competing method using explicitly computed mutual information only, resulting in
fundamentally different paths among the different parameterizations. The use of su-
pervised learning to select moves from the continuous space of sensing actions accu-
mulates a more significant advantage, such that regression over 10 samples performs
better than explicity evaluating the mutual information at 20 samples. Hence, more
informative outcomes are selected with substantially less computational effort. Rep-
resentative trajectories of the robot when using Gaussian process regression over 20
Sobol samples are given in Figures 3 and 4, for each map. These trajectories rep-
resent full exploration of their respective environments, reaching the lower allowed
limit on map entropy. Figure 6 gives representative examples of different exploration
outcomes resulting from Gaussian process exploration, versus exploration using the
sampled configurations only. Finally, Table 1 gives details on the computation time
required, and the number of steps taken by the robot in the exploration process, for
all examples implemented over the unstructured map of Figure 4.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6: Representative cases when Gaussian Process regression makes a more infor-
mative decision than the best sample whose information gain was explicitly evalu-
ated. The green star represents the most informative Sobol sample, and the red star
represents the action expected to be most informative from the Gaussian process
regression. In cases (c) and (d) from the unstructured map, the candidate actions lie
in different homotopy classes.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have proposed a novel approach to evaluate the mutual information throughout
a robot’s continuous action space, for the purpose of exploring a priori unknown
environments. In the examples considered, supervised learning facilitates the selec-
tion of more informative sensing actions, in some cases selecting more informative
actions with less overall computational effort.
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Time Cons.
Per Step (Secs) 10 GP 10 SV 10 DA 20 GP 20 SV 20 DA

µ 2.18 2.18 2.19 3.83 3.79 3.79
σ 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04

Steps Taken
Per Trial 10 GP 10 SV 10 DA 20 GP 20 SV 20 DA

µ 177.2 177.4 222.7 175.3 174.9 199.9
σ 4.87 5.06 5.65 5.11 5.14 5.58

Table 1: The results shown here are the average of 100 computational trials over
the unstructured map shown in Figure 4. For the six test cases examined (in which
“DA” refers to the deterministic approach, derived from Sobol samples, “GP” refers
to the Gaussian process approach, and “SV” refers to the support vector approach),
at top we show a comparison of the mean and standard deviation of computation
time required per sensing action, and at bottom we show a comparison of the mean
and standard deviation of the total number of steps taken by the robot in the course
of driving its entropy to the minimum designated value.

6.1 Complex Action Spaces

Extending the approach of this paper to higher-dimensional systems and non-
Euclidean action spaces is a compelling area for future work, in which we intend to
consider regression over a robot’s rotational degrees of freedom, as well as for dif-
ferential systems capable of aggressively exploring their environments. The Matèrn
kernel function shows promise in capturing sharp variations in expected mutual in-
formation across obstacle boundaries, and we intend to test its applicability to even
more sharply varying action spaces in future work.
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